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The main goal of the paper is to classify time-optimal control problems for linear
controllable systems with analytic coefficients. The reduction to the Markov
moment min-problem is the main tool of this investigation. The constructive
solution of the time-optimal control problem using mentioned reduction is ob-
tained under certain conditions. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. INTRODUCTION
Consider the linear time-optimal control problem of the form
n < <x s A t x q b t u t , x g R , u g R , u F 1, 0.1 .  .  .  .Ç
x a s x 0 , x a q u s 0, u ª min 0.2 .  .  .
 .  .  .  .in the case when A t , b t are analytic n = n and n = 1 matrices on
w xsome interval a, a q t . We suppose throughout the paper that system
 .0.1 is locally controllable in a neighborhood of the origin. The pair
  0.  0..  .u x , u t; x is called the solution of the time-optimal problem 0.1 ,
 .  0.  0.0.2 , where u x is the optimal time and u t; x is the optimal control.
Consider now two time-optimal problems
< < 0x s A t x q b t u t , u F 1, x a s x , x a q u s 0 .  .  .  .  .Ç 1 1
and
< < 0x s A t x q b t u t , u F 1, x a s x , x a q u s 0, .  .  .  .  .Ç 2 2
  0.  0..   0.  0..whose solutions are u x , u t; x and u x , u t; x , respectively.1 1 2 2
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 .  .DEFINITION 0.1. Two problems of the form 0.1 , 0.2 are called locally
equivalent to each other in a neighborhood of the origin if there exists a
linear nonsingular operator L: Rn ª Rn such that
u Lx 0 .1 0ª 1 as x ª 0,0u x .2
1 aqu 0 0 0u t ; Lx y u t ; x dt ª 0 as x ª 0, .  .H 1 2u a
  0.  0.4  .  .where u s max u Lx , u x , u t, z ' 0, t ) u z .1 2 i i
The main goal of this paper is to construct a classification of linear
 .  .time-optimal problems of the form 0.1 , 0.2 in the mentioned sense.
w x  .  .It is shown in 1 , that every problem 0.1 , 0.2 may be interpreted as a
 .Markov moment problem on the smallest possible interval min-problem .
For this reason, the classification of linear time-optimal problems is,
basically, the classification of Markov moment min-problems. In the pre-
sent work, the complete classification of both mentioned problems is
obtained. Description of equivalence classes is given by means of power
w xMarkov moment min-problems with gaps 2 .
 .In Section 1, the general form of the control solving the problem 0.1 ,
 .0.2 in a neighborhood of the origin is discussed. It is shown that if the
 .system 0.1 is locally controllable in the neighborhood of the origin then
there exists a subneighborhood V of the origin such that the time-optimal
 .  . 0control solving the problem 0.1 , 0.2 for x g V equals "1 and has no
more than n y 1 points of discontinuity.
The main result on classification is obtained in Section 2. It states that
linear time-optimal problems are locally equivalent to each other if and
only if the Markov moment min-problems corresponding to each of the
time-optimal ones are both equivalent to the same certain power moment
min-problem with gaps. In turn, that is true if and only if the sets of
indexes of the first n linearly independent vectors from the sequences
 4`   . .k  .h , where h s yA t q drdt b t N , corresponding to each ofk ks0 k tsa
the systems coincide.
w xAs it follows from 1 , in the case when the vectors h , . . . , h are0 ny1
 .linearly independent, the solution of the linear time-optimal problem 0.1 ,
 .0.2 in some neighborhood of the origin can be found by the method of
successive approximations, on every step of which one needs to solve the
aqu  .ky1  .power Markov moment min-problem y s H t y a u t dt, k sk a
1, . . . , n. In Section 3 we demonstrate that in the general case successive
approximations analogous to those described above can diverge example
.in Section 3 . We show, however, that in the case, when the above
introduced vectors h , . . . , h , 0 F k - ??? - k , are linearly indepen-k k 1 n1 n
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dent and h s 0, j - k , j / k , i s 1, . . . , n, the procedure is conver-j n i
 .  .gent. Under these conditions the solution of 0.1 , 0.2 can be found by
the method of successive approximations, on every step of which one
needs to solve the power Markov moment min-problem with gaps y si
aqu  .k i  .H t y a u t dt, i s 1, . . . , n, which is equivalent to the original one.a
1. THE GENERAL FORM OF THE CONTROL SOLVING
THE LINEAR TIME-OPTIMAL PROBLEM IN
A NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE ORIGIN
For analytic investigation of the linear time-optimal problem, the follow-
w xing ``extremal'' problem from moment theory has been stated in 1 : For a
  .4n w xgi¨ en sequence of continuous functions g t , t g a, b , and for ank ks1
 .arbitrary moment ¨ector s s s , . . . , s to find the smallest possible inter¨ al1 n
w  .x  . w  .xa, a q u s and the function u t; s , t g a, a q u s , such that for u s
 .  .  .u s and u t s u t; s the following representation holds
aqu
< <s s g t u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n , u t F 1. 1.1 .  .  .  .Hk k
a
This problem is called the Markov moment problem on the smallest
  .  ..possible interval, or min-problem and the pair u s , u t; s is called the
solution of the min-problem.
 .  y1 .  ..If we consider this min-problem for the sequence g t s F t b t ,k k
 .  .k s 1, . . . , n, where F t is a fundamental matrix of the system x s A t x,Ç
0  .and for the vector s s yx , then the solution of the min-problem 1.1
 .  .coincides with the solution of the time-optimal problem 0.1 , 0.2 . Thus, it
 .is possible to investigate the moment min-problem 1.1 instead of the
time-optimal one.
Before the consideration of the min-problem let us turn to the classical
w x w xMarkov moment problem on a fixed interval a, a q t 3
aqt
< <s s g t u t ; s dt , k s 1, . . . , n , u t ; s F 1. 1.2 .  .  .  .Hk k
a
 .The most general assumption under which the classical problem 1.2 is
 .investigated is the requirement that the functions g t , k s 1, . . . , n, formk
 .  .a Tchebycheff system T-system on a, b , b G a q t , i.e., every polyno-
n  . n 2mial of the form  a g t , where  a / 0, has no more thanks1 k k ks1 k
 .n y 1 roots on a, b . Under this assumption the domain of the solution
w x   .  . .S a, a q t i.e., the set of vectors s s s , . . . , s such that 1.2 occurs is1 n
w xa closed convex set, S a, a q t continuously depends on t , t F b y a,
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 4strictly increases when t increases and contracts to point 0 when t ª 0.
w x w xIf s belongs to the boundary of the set S a, a q t , s g ­S a, a q t , then
 .  .1.2 has a unique solution u t; s which equals "1 and has no more than
n y 1 points of discontinuity.
w x   .  ..Hence, for any vector s g S a, b the solution u s , u t; s of min-
 . w  .xproblem 1.1 exists and is unique. Moreover, the interval a, a q u s is
w  .x  . such that s g ­S a, a q u s , the function u t; s equals "1 on a, a q
 ..u s , and has no more than n y 1 points of discontinuity.
 .In terms of the control theory it means that if the functions g t sk
 y1 .  ..  .F t b t , k s 1, . . . , n, form a T-system on a certain interval a, bk
then for every x 0 from some neighborhood of the origin the time-optimal
 .  .control solving 0.1 , 0.2 equals "1 and has no more than n y 1 switches.
w x  . ny1w xIt is proved in 1 that if the functions g t g C a, a q t , k sk
 .  .1, . . . , n, and det G a / 0, where the matrix G t is of the form
g t , gX t , . . . , g ny1. t .  .  .1 1 1
G t s , . . . . . . . . . . . . .
X ny1. 0g t , g t . . . , g t .  .  .n n n
 .  .then g t , k s 1, . . . , n, form a T-system on a certain interval a, b ;k
w x  .a, a q t . Here we will prove that in the case of analytic functions g t ,k
  ..k s 1, . . . , n, such a property to form a T-system on some a, b follows
only from the linear independence of these functions.
 .THEOREM 1.1. If g t , k s 1, . . . , n, are linearly independent analytick
w xfunctions on some inter¨ al a, a q t then they form a T-system on a certain
 . w xsubinter¨ al a, b ; a, a q t , b ) a.
The proof is based on the following lemmas.
LEMMA 1.1. If a polynomial of the form
f z s a z pn q a z pny 1 q . . . qa z p1 q a z p0 , . n ny1 1 0
where p ) p ) ??? ) p G 0 and a g R, j s 1, . . . , n, has at least nn ny1 0 j
real positi¨ e roots 0 - t F t F ??? F t , then the following estimates hold:1 2 n
a a - 0, j s 1, . . . , n , ) .jy1 j
< <a rajy1 j
p y p ??? p y p p y p ??? p y p .  .  .  .n jy1 jq1 jy1 jy1 jy2 jy1 0 p ypj jy1F t ,np y p ??? p y p p y p ??? p y p .  .  .  .n j jq1 j j jy1 j 0
j s 1, . . . , n. )) .
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 .Proof. A First we will prove these assertions for the two last coeffi-
 .cients of f z , i.e., for the case j s 1. Consider the function
f z s f z rz pn s a q a z pny 1yp n q ??? qa z p0yp n . .  .1 n ny1 0
 .It is defined and smooth on 0, ` and the numbers t , . . . , t are its roots.1 n
As it follows from Rolle's theorem, the derivative of this function
df z rdz s p y p a z pny 1yp ny1 q ??? q p y p a z p0yp ny1 .  .  .1 ny1 n ny1 0 n 0
has n y 1 positive roots t 1., t 1., . . . , t 1. such that 0 - t F t 1. F t F1 2 ny1 1 1 2
??? F t F t 1. F t . These numbers t 1., . . . , t 1. are also roots of theny1 ny1 n 1 ny1
function
df z rdz .1
f z s . .2 p yp y1ny 1 nz
 .If we apply this procedure to f z and further repeat it n y 3 times else,2
 .  .  .  .we obtain that the function f z s p yp ??? p yp a q p ypn 1 2 1 n 1 0 2
 . p0yp 1 ny1.??? p y p a z has at least one positive root 0 - t F t , i.e.,0 n 0 1 n
 ny1..f t s 0. Hence,n 1
a p y p ??? p y p .  . p yp0 n 1 2 1 1 0ny1.s y t - 0 .1a p y p ??? p y p .  .1 n 0 2 0
ny1.  .and since t F t the estimate )) holds as well.1 n
 .B To prove the lemma for any j ) 1 consider the function
Ä p0 pnyp 0 p1yp 0f z s f z rz s a z q ??? qa z q a . .  .1 n 1 0
It is a polynomial which has n positive roots, namely, 0 - t F ??? F t .1 n
Its derivative has n y 1 positive roots 0 - t F t 1. F ??? F t 1. F t ,Ä Ä1 1 ny1 n
which are also roots of the function
Ädf z rdz .1 p ypn 1Äf z s s p y p a z q ??? q p y p a . .  .  .2 n 0 n 1 0 1p yp y11 0z
If we repeat this procedure j y 1 times, we obtain that the polynomial
Ä pnyp jy 1f z s p y p ??? p y p a z q ??? .  .  .j n 0 n jy2 n
q p y p ??? p y p a z pjyp jy 1 .  .j 0 j jy2 j
q p y p ??? p y p a .  .jy1 0 jy1 jy2 jy1
pÄ pÄny jq1 0s a z q ??? qa zÄ Äny jq1 0
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has n y j q 1 positive roots 0 - t F t  jy1. F ??? F t  jy1. F t . TheÄ Ä1 1 nyjq1 n
 .  .estimates ) and )) for coefficients a and a follow then from onesjy1 j
Ä .for the two last coefficients of f z which have been established before.j
Thus, Lemma 1.1 is proved.
 .Denote by W s , . . . , s ; t , . . . , t the determinant1 n 1 n
t s1 ??? t s11 n
W s , . . . , s ; t , . . . , t s det , . ??? ??? ???1 n 1 n
s s 0n nt ??? t1 n
0 - t - ??? - t , 0 F s - ??? - s ,1 n 1 n
where s , . . . , s are integers. For convenience we will use further the1 n
 .vector notation T s t , . . . , t .1 n
LEMMA 1.2. Let k , . . . , k , i , . . . , i be such numbers that 0 F k -1 j j n 1
k - ??? - k F i - i - ??? - i . Then the following estimate holds2 j j jq1 n
W k , . . . , k , i , i , . . . , i ; T .1 jy1 j jq1 n
W k , . . . , k , k , i , . . . , i ; T .1 jy1 j jq1 n
i y i ??? i y i i y k ??? i y k .  .  .  .n j jq1 j j jy1 j 1 i ykj jF t .ni y k ??? i y k k y k ??? k y k .  .  .  .n j jq1 j j jy1 j 1
Proof. Consider the determinant
¡ k1 k1 k1¦z t ??? t1 n
k k k2 2 2z t ??? t1 n
??? ??? ??? ???
k k k p pj j j n 0z t ??? tdet s a z q ??? qa z ,1 n n 0
i i ij j jz t ??? t1 n
??? ??? ??? ???
i i i¢ §n n nz t ??? t1 n
where p s i as s s j, j q 1, . . . , n and p s k as s s 0, 1, . . . , j y 1.s s s sq1
This polynomial has n positive roots 0 - t - t - ??? - t . Its coeffi-1 2 n
 .cients a and a are equal to W k , . . . , k , k , i , . . . , i ; T andj jy1 1 jy1 j jq1 n
 .W k , . . . , k , i , i , . . . , i ; T , respectively. Then the estimate for1 jy1 j jq1 n
a ra from Lemma 1.1 yields the required one.jy1 j
 .Proof of Theorem 1.1. The functions g t are analytic, i.e., they arep
 .represented as the sums of the absolutely convergent series: g t sp
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`   i. . . . i w x g a ri! t y a , p s 1, . . . , n, t g a, a q t . It follows from linearis0 p
 .independence of g t , p s 1, . . . , n, that there exist n linearly indepen-p
  i. .4`  i. .   i. .dent vectors in the sequence g a , where g a s g a ,is0 1
 i. .. k1. .. . . , g a . Let us select the first n linearly independent vectors g a ,n
k n. .. . . , g a from this sequence, i.e., such linearly independent vectors that
q. .for every q - k , q / k , j s 1, . . . , n y 1, vector g a linearly dependsn j
k1. . k p. .   .4non g a , . . . , g a , where k - q - k . To prove that the g tp pq1 p ps1
 . w xform a T-system on a, b ; a, a q t one needs to state that the determi-
nant
g t ??? g t .  .1 1 1 n
ÄD T s det 1.3 . . ??? ??? ??? 0g t ??? g t .  .n 1 n n
does not vanish for any set of points t , i s 1, . . . , n, such that a - t -i 1
Ä  .  .t - ??? - t - b. Here T s t , . . . , t . Obviously, the determinant 1.32 n 1 n
equals the determinant of the product of two infinite matrices
  i. . 4 ps1, . . . , n  . i4 is0, 1, . . .g a ri! and t y a of dimension n = ` and ` = n,p is0, 1, . . . p ps1, . . . , n
w xrespectively. For such matrices the analog of the Binet]Cauchy formula 4
holds, which follows from the absolute convergence of the series
`   i. . . . i g a ri! t y a . From this formula we obtainis0 p
ÄD T s G i , . . . , i W i , . . . , i ; T , .  . .  1 n 1 n
0Fi -i - ??? -i -`1 2 n
where
g  i1. a ri ! ??? g  i n. a ri ! .  .1 1 1 n
G i , . . . , i s det , . ??? ??? ???1 n
 i .  i . 01 ng a ri ! ??? g a ri ! .  .n 1 n n
 .and T s t , . . . , t , t s t y a, p s 1 . . . , n. Denote by L the set of all1 n p p
 4collections of indexes of the form I s i , . . . , i such that i G k , j s1 n j j
 4  41, . . . , n, and i ) k for some j g 1, . . . , n , and let K s k , . . . , k .j j 1 n
Since k , . . . , k are indexes of the first n linearly independent vectors1 n
  i. .4`  .from the sequence g a then G i , . . . , i s 0 if i - k for someis0 1 n q q
 4q g 1, . . . , n . Hence,
D t s G I W I ; T .  .  .
IgL D K
W I ; T .
s W K ; T G K q G I . 1.4 .  .  .  . /W K ; T .IgL
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Our next goal is to prove that
W I ; T .
< < < <G I - G K .  . W K ; T .IgL
 . wfor any numbers t , . . . , t belonging to a certain interval a, b ; a,1 n
xa q t .
 .  .Using Lemma 1.2 we can estimate the ratio W I; T rW K ; T present-
ing it as a product,
W i , . . . , i ; T .1 n
W k , . . . , k ; T .1 n
W i , i , . . . , i ; T W k , i , i , . . . , i ; T .  .1 2 n 1 2 3 ns =
W k , i , . . . , i ; T W k , k , i , . . . , i ; T .  .1 2 n 1 2 3 n
W k , . . . , i ; T .1 n
= ??? =
W k , . . . , k ; T .1 n
jy1n
i y i i y k .  . l j j ln
lsjq1 ls1 sF t y a . njy1n
js1
i y k k y k .  . l j j l
lsjq1 ls1
n ly1
i y i .  l j
ls2 js1 ss t y a , .nn ly1
k y k .  l j
ls2 js1
n  .where s s  i y k ) 0 if I g L.ps1 p p
Actually, for our aim it is sufficient to use the weaker estimate
n n nW i , . . . , i ; T i i ??? i .1 n 1 2 n sF t ,nW k , . . . , k ; T d .1 n
 . n ly1 .where d s d k , . . . , k s P  k y k , t s t y a.1 n ls2 js1 l j n n
Due to the well-known inequality for a determinant of a matrix with
<  . < n < < n < < n < <components a : det a F  a  a . . . a we have fori j i j ps1 1 p ps1 2 p ps1 n p
 .G I ,
n n n
 i .  i .  i .1 2 ng a g a . . . g a .  .  .  p p p
ps1 ps1 ps1
G I F . .
i ! i ! . . . i !1 2 n
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Let C be such a constant that in F C i, i s 0, 1, . . . . Then we have the
estimate
i yk in n j j jG I W I ; T 1 t C .  . n i .jF g a , .  pW K ; T d i ! . js1 jps1
and further
i jn nW I ; T Ct .  .n i qk .j jG I F m g a .  .    pW K ; T i ! . js1 jIgL i , . . . , i G0 ps11 n
2 2i q ??? qi /01 n
n n
s m f t y f 0 , .  . j n j /js1 js1
where
i` n Ct .
 iqk .jf t s g a , j s 1, . . . , n , .  . j p i!is0 ps1
k1q ??? qk n  .m s C rd. Then, from the analyticity of g t it follows that therep
 .  .exists b g a, a q t such that for t g a, bn
1
< < < <G I W I ; T rW K ; T F G K . 1.5 .  .  .  .  . 2igL
 .  .  .k1Finally, from 1.3 ] 1.5 and due to the fact that the functions t y a ,
 .k n q  . w x. . . , t y a form a T -system on a, b 3 we obtain the estimate
1Ä< < < <D T G W K ; T G K ) 0 .  . . 2
which proves the theorem.
 .It is well known that a criterion of controllability of system 0.1
w xon a, a q t is the condition of nonsingularity of the matrix
aqt y1 .  .  . y1 ..H F t b t b* t F t *dt, which is the same linear independencea
 .  y1 .  .. w xof the functions g t s F t b t , k s 1, . . . , n, on a, a q t . Ifk k
 .  .A t , b t are n y 2 and n y 1 times differentiable, respectively, then the
 .sufficient condition of controllability of 0.1 is as follows: there must exist
w x   . .k  . 4ny1t g a, a q t such that the vectors yA t q drdt b t N are0 tst ks00w xlinearly independent 5 . But in the analytic case it holds iff there exists n
  i. .4`linearly independent vectors in the sequence g a . Thus we obtainis0
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the following
 .  .THEOREM 1.2. If the system 0.1 with analytic coefficients is locally
controllable in some neighborhood of the origin U then there exists a subneigh-
borhood V ; U such that for e¨ery x 0 g V the control sol¨ ing the time-optimal
 .  .problem 0.1 , 0.2 equals "1 and has no more than n y 1 switches.
2. THEOREMS ON CLASSIFICATION
Consider two Markov moment min-problems
aqu
s s g t u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n 2.1 .  .  .Hk k
a
aqu
s s g t u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n 2.2 .  .  .ÄHk k
a
 .  .where g t , k s 1, . . . , n, and g t , k s 1, . . . , n, are two sequences ofÄk k
w xanalytic linearly independent functions on the certain seqment a, a q t .
 .  .DEFINITION 2.1. We call the min-problems 2.1 and 2.2 locally equiv-
alent to each other in a neighborhood of the origin if there exists a linear
nonsingular operator L: Rn ª Rn such that
u Ls .
ª 1 as s ª 0,Äu s .
1 aqu
< <u t ; Ls y u t ; s dt ª 0 as s ª 0, .  .ÄH
u a
Ä  .  ..   ..where u s , u t; s and u , u t; s are the solutions of the min-problemsÄ
Ä .  .   .  .4  .2.1 and 2.2 , respectively, u s max u Ls , u s , u t; Ls ' 0, t ) a q
Ä .  .  .u Ls , and u t; s ' 0, t ) a q u s .Ä
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Two Marko¨ moment min-problems 2.1 and 2.2 are
locally equi¨ alent to each other iff the sets of indexes of the first n linearly
  i. .4`   i. .4`independent ¨ectors from the sequences g a and g a coincide.Äis0 is0
 i. .   i. .  i. ..  i. .   i. .  i. ..Here g a s g a , . . . , g a and g a s g a , . . . , g a .Ä Ä Ä1 n 1 n
 .  .Proof. It follows from the analyticity of g t and g t that for aÄk k
 .  .sufficiently small vector s the min-problems 2.1 and 2.2 can be repre-
sented as
` 1
 i.s s g a j , k s 1, . . . , n , .k k ii!is0
and
` 1
 i.s s g a j , k s 1, . . . , n , .Äk k ii!is0
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where
aqu i
j s t y a u t dt , i s 0, 1, . . . 2.3 .  .  .Hi
a
 . w xare the power moments of the function u t on the segment a, a q u .
Let the sets of indexes of the first n linearly independent vectors from
  i. .4`   i. .4`the sequences g a and g a coincide and be equal to m -Äis0 is0 1
m j. .m - ??? - m . This means that the vectors g a , j s 1, . . . , n, are2 n
k . .linearly independent, each vector g a , k / m , k - m , linearly de-j n
m1. . m p. .pends on g a , . . . , g a where p is such that m - k - m , andp pq1
 i. .the same fact is true for g a .Ä
We will prove the following two statements which yield the theorem:
 .  .i the min-problem of the form 2.1 is locally equivalent to the
power Markov moment min-problem with gaps
aqu m ks s t y a u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n 2.4 .  .  .Hk
a
 .  .ii two power min-problems of the form 2.4 with different gaps are
not equivalent to each other.
Introduce matrices
is1, . . . , n is1, 2, . . .1 1
m .  p .i iG s g a , G s g a .  .I k II k /  /m ! p !i iks1, . . . , n ks1, . . . , n
 .  .  4`and vectors j s j , . . . , j , j s j , j , . . . where p sI m m II p p i is11 n 1 2
 4  40, 1, . . . _ m , . . . , m , p - p , i s 1, 2, . . . , and j are power mo-1 n i iq1 k
 .ments of the form 2.3 .
 .Then min-problem 2.1 takes the form
s s G j q G jI I II II
and obviously has the same solution as the min-problem
Gy1s s j q Gy1 G j . 2.5 .I I I II II
 .It follows from Theorem 1.1 that the functions g t , k s 1, . . . , n, formk
 . w xa T-system on a certain interval a, b ; a, a q t , so there exists a
neighborhood of the origin U such that for every s g U the function
 .  .u t; s solving 2.5 has no more than n y 1 points of discontinuity. The
 . w xsame fact holds for the function solving 2.4 2 . The converse is also valid
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due to the following
w x  .PROPOSITION 2.1 6 . Let the functions g t , k s 1, . . . , n, form a T-sys-k
 .  . w xtem on a, b . If a function u t , t g a, a q u , u F b y a, has no more
<  . < aqu  .  .than n y 1 points of discontinuity, u t s 1, and H g t u t dt s s ,a k k
  ..k s 1, . . . , n, then the pair u , u t is the solution of the moment min-prob-
 .lem 2.1 .
  ..  . Thus, if the pair u *, u* t is the solution of min-problem 2.1 and
 ..min-problem 2.5 then this pair solves also the power min-problem
s s j ,Ä I
y1 y1  .  . aqu * .k  .where s s G s y G G j u *, u* , j u *, u* s H t y a u* t dt,Ä I I II II k a
  ..k s 0, 1, . . . . And conversely, if the pair u *, u* t solves the power
 .min-problem 2.4 for mentioned vector s then just this pair is the solutionÄ
 .of the min-problem 2.5 . In other words, we consider the solutions of the
power min-problem for two different vectors instead of solutions of two
 .  .different min-problems 2.4 and 2.5 for the same vector.
  .  ..  .Further denote by u s , u t; s the solution of the min-problem 2.5
  .  ..  .and by u s , u t; s the solution of the power min-problem 2.4 .P P
As has been mentioned above, the ith column of G linearly dependsII
on the first k columns of G , where m - p - m if p - m . There-I k i kq1 i n
fore the ith column of the matrix Gy1 G has only k first non-zeroI II
components. Hence, the k th component of the vector R s Gy1 G j is ofI II II
the form
R s r j ,k k j p j
p Gm q1j k
y1 5 y1 5where the r are the elements of G G . Denote C s G , then thek j I II 1 I
< < n <  pj. . <following estimate for r holds: r F C  g a rp !, k s 1, . . . , n.k j k j 1 ls1 l j
 .  y1   .  ...Let now u s s u G s y R u s , u t; s s d ) 0. Then for all mo-P I
 .  y1   .  ...ments j of u t; s s u t; G s y R u s , u t; s on the segmentj P I
w  y1   .  ...x <   .  .. <a, a q u G s y R u s , u t; s it is valid that j u s , u t; s FP I j
jq1  .d r j q 1 , hence
n
 j.< <C g a .1 l`
ls1 jq1 m q2k< <R u s , u t ; s F d F C d , .  . . k 2j q 1 ! .jsm q1k
where C ) 0 does not depend on k.2
Consider now the operator H : Rn ª Rn acting by the ruled
xk
H x s , k s 1, . . . , n. .d k m q1kd
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 .  .  .  .For the solution of 2.3 it holds that u H s s u s rd , u t; H s sP d P P d
  . . w  . x aqu P  s. .m ku a q t y a d ; s , t g a, a q u s rd . In fact, s s H t y a ?P P k a
 .  .u t; s dt, k s 1, . . . , n. Changing the variable t s a q t y a rd we ob-P
 . m kq1 aqu P  s.rd  .m k   . .tain H s s s rd s H t y a u a q t y a d ; s dt .d k k a P
  . .Since the function u a q t y a d ; s has no more than n y 1 pointsP
  . .   .of discontinuity on the interval a, a q u s rd then the pair u s rd ,P P
  . ..u a q t y a d ; s solves this problem for the vector H s, that is,P d
 .  .  .   . .u H s s u s rd , u t; H s s u a q t y a d ; s .P d P P d P
From these properties of the operator H s and from our assumptions itd
  y1   .  .... 5   .  ..5follows that u H G s y R u s , u t; s s 1, H R u s , u t; s FP d I d
 .   . 4C d . Due to uniform continuity of u s on the set s: u s s 1 we have2 P P
for any « ) 0 that there exists d ) 0 such that if the distance between s1 0
  . 4 <  . <and s: u s s 1 is less than d then u s y 1 - « . So if d is suffi-P 1 P 0
5   .  ..5 <   y1 .. <ciently small then H R u s , u t; s F C d implies u H G s y 1d 2 P d I
- « , whence
y1u H G s . .P d I y 1y1u H G s y R u s , u t ; s .  . . . .P d I
y1u G s .P Is y 1 - « .y1u G s y R u s , u t ; s .  . . .P I
 .Taking into account the continuity at the origin of the function u s weP
5 5get that for any « ) 0 there exists D ) 0 such that s - D yields
y1u G s .P I y 1 - « .y1u G s y R u s , u t ; s .  . . .P I
Thus,
u Gy1s .P I ª 1 as s ª 0.
u s .
Further we need
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any « ) 0 there exists D ) 0 such that for ¨ectors
  . 4 5 5s, s g x: u x F c - ` , s y s - D, solutions of the power min-problemÄ ÄP
 .2.4 for the ¨ectors s and s satisfy the conditionÄ
aqu
< <u t ; s y u t ; s dt - « , .  .ÄH P P
a
  .  .4  .  .  .where u s max u s , u s , and u t; s ' 0, t ) a q u s , u t; s ' 0,Ä ÄP P P P P
 .t ) a q u s .ÄP
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 .  .  .Proof. For any x: u x F c denote by p t the polynomial p t sx x
n  .m k < < a t y a , max a s 1, which has no more than n y 1ks1 k 1F k F n k
 .  .roots on a, b coinciding with the points of discontinuity of u t; x , andP
 .  . w  .x  .let sign p t s sign u t; x for all t g a, a q u x such that p t / 0.x P P x
Then
n  . . aqu saqu sÄ PPa s y s s p t u t ; s dt y p t u t ; s dt .  .  .  . .Ä Ä H Hk k k s P s P
a aks1
 .aqu sÄP< <s y2 p t dt q p t u t ; s dt , .  .  .H Hs s P
 .  .E s , s aqu sÄ P
 .  w  .x  .  .4where E s, s s t g a, a q u s : u t; s / u t; s . For any polyno-Ä ÄP P P
 . <  . <  .mial p t from H p t dt ª 0 it follows that mes E ª 0, so mes E s, sÄx E x
5 5tends to zero when s y s does, which proves the proposition.Ä
 .   . . 5   .  ...5Since u t; H z s u a q t y a d ; z and H R u s , u t; s F C dp d P d 2
then there exists d ) 0 such that for 0 - d - d1 1
1 aqu y1 y1u t ; G s y R u s , u t ; s y u t ; G s dt - « , .  . . .  .H P I P Id a
  y1 . 4where u s max u G s , d . Hence, u G d and thereforeP I
1 aqu y1 y1u t ; G s y u t ; G s y R u s , u t ; s dt - « , .  . . .  .H p I p Iu a
 .what proves the property i .
Let us prove that two min-problems
aqu m ks s j s t y a u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n , 2.6 .  .  .Hk m k
a
and
aqu mÄ ks s j s t y a u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n , 2.7 .  .  .Hk mÄ k
a
 4nare not equivalent to each other if the sets of numbers m andk ks1
 4nm are different. Let m be such a number that m / m , j s 1, . . . , n.Ä Äk ks1 p p j
Ä  .  ..   .  ..Denote by u s , u t; s and u s , u t; s the solutions of the min-Ä
Ä .  .problems 2.6 and 2.7 , respectively, and by j and j the vectors j s
Ä .  .j , . . . , j , j s j , . . . , j .m m m mÄ Ä1 n 1 n
Consider the point s from a neighborhood of the origin such that
 . 1rm pq1 .s s « , s s 0, k / p. Then u s s C« , C ) 0. Let L be a linearp k
n n Ä .nonsingular operator L: R ª R . Then for u Ls the following inequality
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holds,
 .  .1r m q1 1r m q1Ä Äq qÄC l « F u Ls F C l « , . .  .3 q p 4 q p
where l are the elements of the matrix L, C , C ) 0, and m sÄq p 3 4 q
 4max m : l / 0 . Since m / m then the inequalityÄ Äj j p p q
 .  .1r m q1 1r m q1Ä Äq qÄC l « u Ls C l « . .  .3 q p 4 q pF F1rm q1. 1rm q1.p pu sC« C« .
 .yields property ii .
Theorem 2.1 is proved.
 .Thus, each min-problem of the form 2.1 is equivalent to the power
aqu  .m k  .moment min-problem with gaps s s H t y a u t dt, k s 1, . . . , n,k a
where 0 F m - m - ??? - m are the indexes of the first n linearly1 2 n
  i. .4`independent vectors from the sequence g a .is0
For time-optimal problems we have the corresponding
THEOREM 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for two time-optimal
problems
< < 0x s A t x q b t u , u F 1, x a s x , x a q u s 0, .  .  .  .Ç 1 1
and
< < 0x s A t x q b t u , u F 1, x a s x , x a q u s 0 .  .  .  .Ç 2 2
to be locally equi¨ alent to each other in a neighborhood of the origin is the fact
that the sets of indexes of the first n linearly independent ¨ectors from the
  . . j  . 4`sequences yA t q drdt b t N , i s 1, 2, coincide.i i tsa js0
3. THE SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION OF SOLUTION
OF THE TIME-OPTIMAL PROBLEM
w x   i. .4ny1It is shown in 1 that in the case when g a are linearlyis0
 .independent the problem 1.2 may be solved by the method of successive
approximations. Furthermore, each step of this method consists in solving
aqu  .ky1  .the min-problem s s H t y a u t dt, k s 1, . . . , n, which is equiv-k a
w xalent to the original one and has been completely investigated in 7 .
 .Consider the Markov moment min-problem 1.1 . Let m , . . . , m be1 n
indexes of the first n linearly independent vectors from the sequence
  j. .4` w x n w xg a . Following 1 , introduce the operators D: R ª R = L a, ` ,js0 1
  ..   ..associating a pair u , ¨ t to a vector h, where u , u t is a solution of the
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min-problem
aqu m kh s t y a u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n , 0 F m - ??? - m , .  .Hk 1 n
a
3.1 .
 .  . w x  . w x¨ t s u t , t g a, a q u , ¨ t s 0, t ) a q u ; and P: R = L a, ` ª1
n   .. y1R , P x, y t s yG G j , where components of j are of the formI II II II
aqz . p  .  4H t y a y t dt, p / m , k s 1, . . . , n, z s max x, t . Then for s ga k
w x  .S a, b the solution of the moment min-problem 1.1 equals Dh, where
h s Gy1s q P ) Dh s F h .I s
 .Thus, the solution of 1.1 is reduced to finding the stationary point of the
n n  n < <operator F : R ª R . This operator maps the set U s h g R : h Fs k
m kq1 4« into itself if s and « are sufficiently small, and therefore, has a
  i. .4ny1stationary point in U. Moreover, in the case when g a are linearlyis0
independent, i.e., m s k y 1, the operator F is contracting in U, so itsk s
stationary point can be found by the successive approximation method. In
the general case, the contractibility of F fails as the following examples
shows.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the moment min-problem
u u 2s s 1 q t u t dt , s s t u t dt. .  .  .H H1 2
0 0
 . 1. .  . 2. .  .  i.Here g a s g a s 1, 0 , g a s 0, 2 , g s 0, i ) 2, hence, m s 0,1
 .  u  . u 2  . .m s 2, h s j , j s H u t dt, H t u t dt .2 0 2 0 0
 u  . .   ..Operator F is of the form F h s s y H tu t dt, s , where u , u t iss s 1 0 2
the solution of the power min-problem with gaps
u u 2h s u t dt , h s t u t dt. .  .H H1 2
0 0
We are going to show that the operator F is not contracting in anys
 .neighborhood of the origin. In fact, consider two points h s h , h and1 2
 .   .  ..h s h , h from a neighborhood of the origin. Let u h , u t; h andÄ Ä Ä1 2
  .  ..u h , u t; h be the solutions of the stated above min-problem for theseÄ Ä
 .  .  .  .points, t h and t h be points of discontinuity of u t; h and u t; h ,Ä Ä1 1
respectively. Obviously, in each neighborhood of the origin included in
  . 4  .  .z: u z - C - 1 one can choose such points h, h that t h s u h r2,Ä 1
 .  .  .  .  2 .  3.t h s u h r2, u h s au h , where 1 y a r 1 y a ) C, 0 - a - 1,Ä Ä Ä1
 . w  .x  . w  .xand u t; h s 1 as t g 0, t h , u t; h s 1 as t g 0, t h . Then h sÄ Ä1 1 1
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 .  .  .  . 2 . 2 . 2 .j Dh s 2 t h y u h s 0, j Dh s t h y u h r2 s yu h r4,0 1 1 1
 . 3 . 3 . 3 .h s j Dh s 2 t h r3 y u h r3 s yu h r4, and the same equali-2 2 1
 .  2 .ties hold for j Dh , j s 0, 1, 2. In this case F h y F h s u h yÄ Ä Äj s s
2 .. .  2 . 2 . .   3. 3 . .u h r4, 0 s 1 y a u h r4, 0 and h y h s 0, 1 y a u h r4 ,Ä Ä Ä
hence,
C
5 5 5 5 5 5F h y F h ) h y h ) h y h .Ä Ä Äs s u h .Ä
Now describe the conditions under which the operator F is contracting.s
m k . .THEOREM 3.1. Let the ¨ectors g a , k s 1, . . . , n, be linearly indepen-
 j. .dent and g a s 0, j - m , j / m , k s 1, . . . , n. Then for e¨ery « , 0 -n k
 5 5 4« - 1, there exists a ball h: h F d , d ) 0 in which the operator P ) D is a
contracting operator with the constant of contraction « .
Proof. Note that continuity of the operator P ) D can be established
relatively easily since P is obviously continuous and continuity of D
follows from Proposition 2.2. At the same time, the operator D is not
 .differentiable on the surface where u t; h has no more than n y 2 points
of discontinuity, which illustrates the essence of our theorem.
y1  .By definition, we have P ) Dh y P ) Dh s yG G j Dh qÄ I II II
y1  .G G j Dh . Due to conditions of the theorem the pth component ofÄI II II
P ) Dh y P ) Dh is of the formÄ
`
P ) Dh y P ) Dh s r j Dh y j Dh . .  .  .Ä Ä .p  p j j j
jsm q1n
 .Our next goal is to prove that the power moments j Dh are differen-j
 .tiable functions of h s h , . . . , h , and have uniformly bounded deriva-1 n
 5 5 4  .tives in the domain Q ; h: h - d , d - 1, of points h such that u t; hd
has n y 1 points of discontinuity.
Consider h g Q . Let a - t - t - ??? - t be points of discontinu-d 1 2 ny1
 .  .ity of u t; h , t s u h . Then the derivativen
n­j ­j ­ tj j ps s Vv . j k­h ­ t ­hk p kps1
equals the k th component of the vector Vv , wherej
­j r­ t­ t r­h ??? ­ t r­h j 11 1 n 1
V s , v s , j ) m .??? ??? ??? ???j n 0  0­ t r­h ??? ­ t r­h ­j r­ t1 n n n j n
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 . y1Since h s j Dh then the matrix V is of the formk m k
­j r­ t ??? ­j r­ tm 1 m 11 n
y1V s .??? ??? ??? 0­j r­ t ??? ­j r­ tm n m n1 n
  . iq1  . iq1  .ny1 . iq1.Further, j s " 2 t y a y 2 t y a q ??? q y1 t y a ri 1 2 n
 . y1  .iq1 , is0, 1, . . . , so the determinant of V equals C W m , . . . , m ; T2 1 n
 . ny1  .  .where T s t y a, . . . , t y a , C s "2 r m q 1 ??? m q 1 .1 n 2 1 n
Hence,
­ t Ai iks ,
­h C W m , . . . , m ; T .k 2 1 n
where A is the cofactor of the element ­j r­ t in the matrix Vy1,i k m ik
i s 1, . . . , n, k s 1, . . . , n. Then
n n­j ­j ­ t ­j Aj j i j i ks s 
­h ­ t ­j ­ t C W m , . . . , m ; T .k i m i 2 1 nis1 is1k
C W m , . . . , m , j, m , . . . , m ; T .3 1 ky1 kq1 ns ,
C W m , . . . , m ; T .2 1 n
where
"2 ny1
C s .3 m q 1 ??? m q 1 j q 1 m q 1 ??? m q 1 .  .  .  .  .1 ky1 kq1 n
Hence, due to Lemma 1.2 one has
­j j jymn nF C j t y a , j ) m , k s 1, . . . , n , .4 n n­hk
where C ) 0 does not depend on the point h g Q . So, the derivatives of4 d
j are uniformly bounded in the domain Q .j d
 5 5 4Consider the surface h: h - d _ Q , i.e., the set of such points h thatd
 .u t; h has less than n y 1 points of discontinuity. Obviously, this surface
is described by one of n following equations: h s f h , . . . , h ,k k 1 ky1
. ny1h , . . . , h , k s 1, . . . , n, where f : R ª R, k s 1, . . . , n, are thekq1 n k
certain functions. Let us present the expression P ) Dh y P ) Dh asÄ
n  k kq1. 1 nq1 kq1 k P ) Dh y P ) Dh where h s h, h s h, h s h qÄks1
 .  .e h y h , e s 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 is the unit vector, k s 1, . . . , n y 1. ThenÄk k k k
k .  k k k k . k . keach equation h t s f h , . . . , h , h , . . . , h , where h t s hk k 1 ky1 kq1 n
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 kq1 k . w xq t h y h , has no more than one root on the segment 0, 1 which
we denote by t , k s 1, . . . , n. If there are no roots of mentioned equationk
w xon the segment 0, 1 then let t s 0.k
 5 5 4Thus, for any two points h and h from the neighborhood x: x F d ofÄ
the origin we have
5 5P ) Dh y P ) DhÄ
n
k k k kq15 5 5 5F P ) Dh y P ) Dh t q P ) Dh t y P ) Dh . .  . . k k
ks1
k  k . k . k .  kq1 k ..Since h q l h t y h g Q and h t q l h y h t g Q ask d k k d
 .l g 0, 1 then using the results of Section 2 we obtain
k kP ) Dh y P ) Dh t . . pk
k k k` n ­j D h q l h t y h . . . /j j k k k< <F r h y h t . . p j l k l­hljsm q1 ls1n
n
 j.C C g a .1 4 i`
jymis1 j k knF C t y a h y h t .  . n kj!jsm q1n
k kF C t y a h y h t .  .5 n k
and
k kq1P ) Dh t y P ) Dh . . pk
`
< <F r p j
jsm q1n
=
k kq1 kn Ä­j D h t q l h y h t .  . . / /j k j k k kq1h t y h . . k ll­hlls1
n
 j.C C g a .1 4 i`
jymis1 nj k kq1ÄF C t y a h t y h . . n kj!jsm q1n
k kq1ÄF C t y a h t y h , . .5 n k
Ä k k k .     ...where l , l g 0, 1 , t y a s sup u h q l h y h t , 1 F k F n,j j n j k
k Ä k k4     ...Äj G m q 1 F d , t y a s sup u h q l h y h t , 1 F k F n, j Gn n j k
4 n j 5 y1 5m q 1 F d , j F C , C s G and the constant C ) 0 does notn 1 I 5
k k .depend on the points h , h t , k s 1, . . . , n.k
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Finally,
5 5P ) Dh y P ) DhÄ
n
k k k kq15 5 5 5 5 5F C max u x : x F d h y h t q h t y h 4 .  .  . .5 k k
ks1
’ 5 5 5 5F n C max u x : x F d h y h . 4 . Ä5
 .Hence, the continuity of u x in the neighborhood of the origin yields
the contractibility of P ) D in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the
origin. As a consequence of the proved theorem we immediately obtain the
following results on successive approximation of the solutions of the
 .moment min-problem 1.1 as well as of the linear time-optimal problem
 .  .0.1 , 0.2 .
m k . .THEOREM 3.2. Let the ¨ectors g a , 0 F m - ??? - m be linearly1 n
 j. .independent and g a s 0, j - m , j / m , k s 1, . . . , n. Then for then k
  .  ..point s from a certain neighborhood of the origin the solution u * s , u* t; s
 .  .of the moment min-problem 1.1 may be obtained as the limit u * s s
 .  .   ..lim u , u* t; s s lim u t , where u , u t is the solution of theN ª` N N ª` N N N
power moment min-problem with gaps, that is locally equi¨ alent to the original
problem, of the form
aqu mN ky s t y a u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n .  .  .HN Nk
a
 4`and the sequence of ¨ectors y is defined recursi¨ ely by the conditionN Ns0
aquNy1y s G s y g t u t dt q y , y s 0. .  .HNq1 I N N 0 /a
  . .m k  .THEOREM 3.3. Let the ¨ectors yA t q drdt b t N , k s 1, . . . , n,tsa
  . . j  .be linearly independent and yA t q drdt b t N s 0, j - m , j / m ,tsa n k
 . 0k s 1, . . . , n. Then for the initial point x a s x from a certain neighborhood
  0.  0..of the origin the solution u * x , u* t; x of the time-optimal problem
 .  .  0.  0.0.1 , 0.2 may be obtained as the limit u * x s lim u , u* t; x sN ª` N
 .   ..lim u t where u , u t is the solution of power moment min-prob-N ª` N N N
lem with gaps
aqu mN ky s t y a u t dt , k s 1, . . . , n , .  .  .HN Nk
a
 4`and the sequence of ¨ectors y is defined recursi¨ ely by the conditionN Ns0
aquNy1 0 y1y s yG x q F t b t u t dt q y , y s 0 .  .  .HNq1 I N N 0 /a
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where the components of G are of the formI
1 1 . mm jjy1G s F t b t s yA t q drdt b t , .  .  .  .  . . .  .i jI tsa tsai im ! m !j j
i, j s 1, . . . , n.
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